
Do you feel like you give too much of yourself to others?

 

Are you recovering from an exhausting partnership or trauma?

 

Focusing on strengthening your personal power and overall 

well-being will allow you to continue to heal and be more 

confident and present.

 

At times we give our energy away to others. Our power can be 

 effected by trauma and our aura can feel static or rigid. At times we

have simply been in survival mode and unable to focus on our own

energy body.

 

With aligned decisions and intentional self-connection,  you will be

able to strengthen your energy field to show up as your whole self.

 

Reclaiming your power is a practice. It isn't about remaining in a

state of perfect alignment, it's about gently allowing yourself to

make empowered changes when you can and come back home to

yourself.

RECLAIM YOUR POWER



Occurrences That May Weaken Your 
Sense of Personal Power

Actions For Strengthening Your 
Sense of Personal Power

Excessive Screen time
Saying “Yes” when you mean “No”

Ignoring your NEEDS
Negative thought patterns

Abuse
Lack of time in nature

Lack of sleep
Stress & Trauma

Doing things out of obligation
 

Spend quality time in nature
Create healthy boundaries

Set goals and follow through
Stand up for yourself

Breath work & Meditation
Journaling & Movement

Feeling your feelings
Working with smoke cleansing

Cord cutting rituals
Prioritizing healthy relationships

 
 



Negative Thought Patterns

 
Throughout our lives we are told things

about ourselves that we perceive as true.

We may think certain things that our

parents did or hold onto ideas based on

what we had to do to survive. 

 

Shifting your mindset little by little:

 

The very first step is noticing your thought

patterns. Being able to separate from a

negative thought is where the power lies.

It's not this simple, some of us have been

through unfathomable situations. But with

small recognition of where our mind goes

and when it  goes there we can at the very

least begin to see our own patterns. 

 

With the recognition of the negative

thoughts we are eventually able to tell

ourselves "I understand that you think that

way, what if we framed it to this instead?". 

 

Again, this is not a simple practice and may

be best practiced with a professional or

seasoned space holder.

 

 

Stress & Trauma 

 
Stress & Trauma are an inevitable part of

life. Sometimes they occur together,

sometimes separately. It is okay to

experience what you are going through

exactly as you are and exactly as you have

been. There is no right way to experience

hard times in life. 

 

Do what you have to do:

 

Stress and trauma can truly fracture our

whole self. When we go through a painful

shift, we will likely be forever altered.

 

If possible, take the best care of yourself as

you can. Eat warm, nourishing & satisfying

foods. Drink a lot of water and tea. If you

are able to rest, please do. Reconnect with

herbs that you've worked with in the past

or inquire at your local co-op or herbalist

for plant medicine. Seek out free mental

health assistance in your area. Know that

the pain that you feel is so real and that

you will be able to get through this. People

may not understand, gravitate towards the

ones that do.

 

 

 

 

Actions That May Weaken Your Energy Body

Excessive Screen Time

 
How beautiful is it that we are able to

connect with one another, our jobs and

heaps of information on the internet?

It is so easy to spend an unhealthy

amount of time on phones, TVs and

computers in a day; these devices are

wildly integrated into our lives! The

addictive nature of screen time can lead

to hours passing without even noticing.

In turn, our boundaries around how we

spend our lives, are broken without even

realizing it.

 

How to set boundaries around screen time:

 

Start with noticing when you get

particularly 'lost' in your devices. 

 

Set goals around other activities in a day

and schedule them in to assure that you

get them done. 

 

Try setting a timer when you are on

social media or playing a game. Allow

yourself to be conscious around your

usage and see what you learn.

 

 

 



Set Goals & Follow Through
 

Do you find yourself wanting to create

better habits for yourself and never

actually getting there? This is so common!

We have an overwhelming amount of

responsibility as human beings,

community members and leaders.

 

How to set and reach your goals:

 

Begin by writing a few attainable goals

down for this week. Notice which feel the

most daunting and which feel doable.

Start with the easiest one first. Is this a

daily goal or a task that needs to be

completed? Start with one and check that

baby off of your list as soon as it’s

complete. Notice how you can support

yourself or ask support of others to

accomplish the tougher goals. Every time

you find yourself stuck, come back to list

making as a way to get out of your head

and to move forward. Notice how it feels

to complete these lists at your own pace.

 

 

 

Breathwork, Movement 

& Meditation
These are three very important pieces in

strengthening your self worth and

energetic body. Breathwork is a potent

practice that helps us connect with and

release what is present in our body &

energetic body. Movement helps us to

practice fluidity, strength and aliveness.

Meditation allows us to witness ourselves

and potentially be less reactive.

 

Where to begin:

 

Utilize the resources that you have

accessible to you. That may be youtube,

friends who can hold space for you or

movement that you've practiced for years

(or once practiced!). Start small. Just like

goal setting, see what feels right. I

encourage coupling journaling with all of

this as well to learn to express yourself and

document your progress. Most

importantly, honor what is right for you.

 

 

 

Actions For Strengthening Your Personal Power

Quality Time In Nature
 

We are beings of this earth and are

meant to be part of nature! Our

perceived superiority often exclude us

from our surroundings. We must

remember that we are not better or

separate. The beings all around us have

intelligence that we may never

understand. 

 

How to practice nature connection:

 

Go for a walk or hike at a local park.

Notice your surroundings by engaging

all of your senses that are available to

you. Interact and know that you are a

part of the bigger picture.

 

Bring house plants into your space. They

offer us clean air, companionship and

responsibility.

 

Play! Jump in water, roll down a hill,

build a snow fort or sand castle. 



Prepare your space. Clean your bathing area and prepare your 
towels and clean, comfy clothes. Burn an incense or plants on a

charcoal disc. Adjust the lighting. Add candles or a lamp. Queue up
soothing music or a guided meditation. Draw your bath. *

Collect what you would like to add to your bath. Use salts, local herbs
and flower and add intention with each ingredient you invite in. Herbs

you may use: rose, yarrow, mugwort, lemon balm, calendula, flower
essences, etc. These herbs and minerals will help to release fragmented

energy and restore your beautiful & unique energetic body.*

Drop in to your space. Play your music or meditation and step into
your divine bath. Option to begin by creating some organic

movements or stretches in your body. Notice your breath, notice your
body, notice what is coming up for you here.*

Decide when you feel you are ready to move on with your day. Stay
intentional in your movements and take time to dry yourself off.

Lather yourself in herbal body oil or your favorite moisturizer. Move
on with your day with healthy boundaries and a stronger force field.
Where ever you go, you will know that you took the time and energy

for yourself today.*

Reclaim Your Power
with Earth Meets Body 

Bathing with Intention Ritual

TM

*This is a suggestion. Please do what is right for you.


